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Provoke Me: A Reverse Harem Vampire Romance
Jan 03 2020 I've been captured. Don't even get me started on
how pissed off I am. My rage is raging. Azrael is the most powerful vampire I've ever encountered, and I
hate knowing I can't beat him. He's brought me to this creepy cave because he thinks he can synthesize a
cure for vampirism from my pure Vocari blood. I think he's insane. Doesn't really matter, though. If I
don't do what Azrael wants, he says he's going to hurt my guys. I can't allow that. With no other option,
I decide to be a good little Rose until I can find a way out of this mess. But while I'm preoccupied with
one ancient vampire, I discover there's another out for my blood. Azrael plans to wield it. The other
wants only to spill it. It seems I've been caught in a game of celestial tug-of-war between the two
oldest and strongest vampires on earth. What else could possibly go wrong?
______________________________________________________________ Provoke Me is the second book in The Last
Vocari series, a steamy new reverse harem vampire romance from bestselling author, Elena Lawson. OneClick today, and immerse yourself in a world of supernatural romance, riveting adventure, and shocking
twists and turns that will keep you turning the pages until long past your bedtime. Perfect for fans of
Vampire Diaries, Patricia Briggs, A Shade of Vampire, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Laurell K. Hamilton, and
Jeaniene Frost. AUTHOR'S NOTE: If you are offended by bad language, turned off by violence, or cringe at
adult themes then this series is not for you! If, however, you enjoy a main character who curses like a
trucker, stabs first and asks questions later, and isn't afraid to tell a man exactly what she wants from
him, then you've found your next read.
Nonpublic Secondary Schools
May 19 2021
Myths for Half-Wits
Mar 05 2020 Everyone here wants us dead... and I don't blame them.The gods inside of
us are dangerous. They seek power above all else. As we learn to use our supernatural abilities, we also
have to learn how to control them.Because the stronger we grow, the stronger the gods grow. And that's
terrifying.The four boys, who I loved in childhood, have become gods alongside me. And while Loki, the
trickster god inside of me, gets me into a lot of trouble, he's also pushes me toward the men I care
for.My guys have gods of war, death, wisdom, and violence inside of them. Those gods are changing them
too, into strong men capable of amazing things. But just like with me, it isn't always a good thing. And
at a reform school of paranormal creatures capable of frightening things, we have to be able to control
ourselves or the consequences could be deadly.This reform school is our last chance. If we fail here, I
don't want to know what they'll do to us.But it can't be good.MYTHS FOR HALF-WITS is book 2 in a
paranormal reverse harem series. Scroll up and download now to enroll in the Academy, where you'll find
yourself with sexy gods, a lovable heroine, and the mess of supernatural beings who want them dead.
Selections from the Book of Psalms
Mar 17 2021
Probability Moon
Apr 05 2020 Humankind has expanded out into interstellar space using star gatestechnological remnants left behind by an ancient, long-vanished race. But the technology comes with a
price. Among the stars, humanity encountered the Fallers, a strange alien race bent on nothing short of
genocide. It's all-out war, and humanity is losing. In this fragile situation, a new planet is
discovered, inhabited by a pre-industrial race who experience "shared reality"-they're literally
compelled to share the same worldview. A team of human scientists is dispatched-but what they don't know
is that their mission of first contact is actually a covert military operation. For one of the planet's
moons is really a huge mysterious artifact of the same origin as the star gates . . . and it just may be
the key to winning the war. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Nigerian Brides Academy
Jul 09 2020 Nigerian Brides Academy Finishing School for BridesAre you
getting married soon with a need to give your happy, loving, stable, romantic and fulfilling marriage
dream a Nigerian flair or are you intending to live together in an environment with Nigerian cultural
influences? The guidebook, The Nigerian Brides Academy interprets a Warm House, Warm Food and Warm Bed in
a Nigerian context for you. Get information today on *Family life, family planning, pregnancy, baby and
toddler care*Tips on raising children to strive to be exceptional*Nigerian culture, traditions and
relationships with in-laws *Menu planning, recipes and preparation of Nigerian food*Romantic expressions,
intimacy & tips for enhancing your love dialogue*Protecting your marriage from outside competing

influences of a typical Nigerian background*And much more...Prepare for your marriage in a Nigerian
context, get The Nigerian Brides Academy guide book today!Co-AuthorsQueenMakers and God Mothers On the
Nigerian Brides Academy Project Bibi Bunmi Apampa Abigail Enigbokan Adaora Ayoade Adedolapo Ilaboya
Evelyn Ojile Funke Adetuberu Funmi Adegbile Patricia Ikiriko Rose OyedeleTolani Oboite Barbara Lawrence
Bitebo Gogo Deborah Aniedi Kemi George-Oyewusi Mojisola Giman Oyindamola Ige Toyin Harris Toyin Marinho
Veronica FasanNigerian Brides Academy ProjectPowered bywww.TheQueenMakers.com &
www.WealthAcademyAfrica.com
Master of Sorrows
Jul 29 2019 You have heard the story before - of a young boy, orphaned through tragic
circumstances, raised by a wise old man, who comes to a fuller knowledge of his magic and uses it to
fight the great evil that threatens his world. But what if the boy hero and the malevolent, threatening
taint were one and the same? What if the boy slowly came to realize he was the reincarnation of an evil
god? Would he save the world . . . or destroy it? Among the Academy's warrior-thieves, Annev de Breth is
an outlier. Unlike his classmates who were stolen as infants from the capital city, Annev was born in the
small village of Chaenbalu, was believed to be executed, and then unknowingly raised by his parents'
killers. Seventeen years later, Annev struggles with the burdens of a forbidden magic, a forgotten
heritage, and a secret deformity. When he is subsequently caught between the warring ideologies of his
priestly mentor and the Academy's masters, he must choose between forfeiting his promising future at the
Academy or betraying his closest friends. Each decision leads to a deeper dilemma, until Annev finds
himself pressed into a quest he does not wish to fulfil. Will he finally embrace the doctrine of his
tutors, murder a stranger, and abandon his mentor? Or will he accept the more difficult truth of who he
is . . . and the darker truth of what he may become . . .
Demigods Academy - Book 6
May 07 2020 Return to the Academy with Melany and her friends in the epic
finale off season two.
Soldiers of God in a Secular World
Jun 07 2020 A revelatory account of the nouvelle thŽologie, a
clerical movement that revitalized the Catholic ChurchÕs role in twentieth-century French political life.
Secularism has been a cornerstone of French political culture since 1905, when the republic formalized
the separation of church and state. At times the barrier of secularism has seemed impenetrable, stifling
religious actors wishing to take part in political life. Yet in other instances, secularism has actually
nurtured movements of the faithful. Soldiers of God in a Secular World explores one such case, that of
the nouvelle thŽologie, or new theology. Developed in the interwar years by Jesuits and Dominicans, the
nouvelle thŽologie reimagined the ChurchÕs relationship to public life, encouraging political activism,
engaging with secular philosophy, and inspiring doctrinal changes adopted by the Second Vatican Council
in the 1960s. Nouveaux thŽologiens charted a path between the old alliance of throne and altar and
secularismÕs demand for the privatization of religion. Envisioning a Church in but not of the public
sphere, Catholic thinkers drew on theological principles to intervene in political questions while
claiming to remain at armÕs length from politics proper. Sarah Shortall argues that this ÒcounterpoliticsÓ was central to the mission of the nouveaux thŽologiens: by recoding political statements in the
ostensibly apolitical language of doctrine, priests were able to enter into debates over fascism and
communism, democracy and human rights, colonialism and nuclear war. This approach found its highest
expression during the Second World War, when the nouveaux thŽologiens led the spiritual resistance
against Nazism. Claiming a powerful public voice, they collectively forged a new role for the Church amid
the momentous political shifts of the twentieth century.
Nonpublic Secondary Schools, a Directory, 1960-61, Showing Accreditation Status, Enrollment, Classroom
Teachers, and Other Data
Nov 12 2020
How God Becomes Real
Feb 13 2021 The hard work required to make God real, how it changes the people who
do it, and why it helps explain the enduring power of faith How do gods and spirits come to feel vividly
real to people—as if they were standing right next to them? Humans tend to see supernatural agents
everywhere, as the cognitive science of religion has shown. But it isn’t easy to maintain a sense that
there are invisible spirits who care about you. In How God Becomes Real, acclaimed anthropologist and
scholar of religion T. M. Luhrmann argues that people must work incredibly hard to make gods real and
that this effort—by changing the people who do it and giving them the benefits they seek from invisible
others—helps to explain the enduring power of faith. Drawing on ethnographic studies of evangelical
Christians, pagans, magicians, Zoroastrians, Black Catholics, Santeria initiates, and newly orthodox
Jews, Luhrmann notes that none of these people behave as if gods and spirits are simply there. Rather,
these worshippers make strenuous efforts to create a world in which invisible others matter and can
become intensely present and real. The faithful accomplish this through detailed stories, absorption, the
cultivation of inner senses, belief in a porous mind, strong sensory experiences, prayer, and other
practices. Along the way, Luhrmann shows why faith is harder than belief, why prayer is a metacognitive
activity like therapy, why becoming religious is like getting engrossed in a book, and much more. A
fascinating account of why religious practices are more powerful than religious beliefs, How God Becomes
Real suggests that faith is resilient not because it provides intuitions about gods and spirits—but
because it changes the faithful in profound ways.
The God Academy
Oct 04 2022 The God Academy is unlike any other book yet written, the first in a new subgenre within the New Thought category. The author, writing under the pen persona Angelica Crystal Powers,
has chosen to employ a powerful technique long relied upon by mystics, shamans, and healers in the
context of religious ritual to personally experience otherwise inaccessible truths. The popular term for
this technique is "channeling." Never before has an author channeled another persona for the purposes of
uncovering such truths and to then create a comprehensive treatise exposing those cryptic, metaphysical
concepts to all... For millennia, men and women intent on achieving limitless success have freed

themselves from lives of mediocrity by taking the first steps down a new path. They realized that, in
order to manifest extraordinary dreams, they would need to evolve into extraordinary beings. They would
need to become gods. By attending The God Academy, you will be given the secrets to mastering attraction.
Each of the nine lessons reveals, for the first time in print, the same breakthroughs in spiritual
consciousness that have allowed great people throughout history to harness their divine power-the
incipient god within. As a graduate of The God Academy, you too will wield the tools to effortlessly
manifest your desires, and become the infinite being you truly are.
God, Grades, and Graduation
Jul 01 2022 "It's widely acknowledged that American parents from different
class backgrounds take different approaches to raising their children. Upper and middle-class parents
invest considerable time facilitating their children's activities, while working class and poor families
take a more hands-off approach. These different strategies influence how children approach school. But
missing from the discussion is the fact that millions of parents on both sides of the class divide are
raising their children to listen to God. What impact does a religious upbringing have on their academic
trajectories? Drawing on 10 years of survey data with over 3,000 teenagers and over 200 interviews, God,
Grades, and Graduation (GGG) offers a revealing and at times surprising account of how teenagers'
religious upbringing influences their educational pathways from high school to college. GGG introduces
readers to a childrearing logic that cuts across social class groups and accounts for Americans' deep
relationship with God: religious restraint. This book takes us inside the lives of these teenagers to
discover why they achieve higher grades than their peers, why they are more likely to graduate from
college, and why boys from lower middle-class families particularly benefit from religious restraint. But
readers also learn how for middle-upper class kids--and for girls especially--religious restraint
recalibrates their academic ambitions after graduation, leading them to question the value of attending a
selective college despite their stellar grades in high school. By illuminating the far-reaching effects
of the childrearing logic of religious restraint, GGG offers a compelling new narrative about the role of
religion in academic outcomes and educational inequality"-Cold-Case Christianity
Sep 10 2020 Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist,
Cold-Case Christianity examines the claims of the New Testament using the skills and strategies of a hardto-convince criminal investigator. Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it makes a claim about
an event from the distant past for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case Christianity, J.
Warner Wallace uses his nationally recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at the evidence and
eyewitnesses behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and the visual
techniques he developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses illustration to examine the powerful evidence that
validates the claims of Christianity. A unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense interest in
detective stories, Cold-Case Christianity inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it prepares
them to articulate the case for Christianity.
Trickery
Oct 24 2021 Willa Knight: Dweller. Slave. Non-magical being. In Minatsol, being a dweller means
that you are literally no better than dirt. In fact, dirt might actually be more useful than Willa. Her
life will be one of servitude to the sols, the magic-blessed beings who could one day be chosen to become
gods. At least her outer village is far removed from the cities of the sols, and she won't ever be forced
to present herself to them... Until one small mistake changes everything, and Willa is awarded a position
to serve at Blesswood, the top sol academy in the world-a position that she definitely did not earn.
Under the sudden, watchful eye of the gods, she will be tasked to serve the Abcurse brothers, five sols
built of arrogance, perfection and power. They are almost gods themselves, and under their service she is
either going to end up sentenced to death, or else they are going to ruin her so badly that she will wish
for it. Either way, she is in trouble. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 1 of 5 in the Curse of
the Gods Series
The Prophet
Dec 26 2021 The Prophet is a book of 26 prose poetry fables written in English by the
Lebanese-American poet and writer Kahlil Gibran. It was originally published in 1923 by Alfred A. Knopf.
It is Gibran's best known work. The Prophet has been translated into over 100 different languages, making
it one of the most translated books in history, and it has never been out of print. The prophet, Al
Mustafa, has lived in the city of Orphalese for 12 years and is about to board a ship which will carry
him home. He is stopped by a group of people, with whom he discusses topics such as life and the human
condition. The book is divided into chapters dealing with love, marriage, children, giving, eating and
drinking, work, joy and sorrow, houses, clothes, buying and selling, crime and punishment, laws, freedom,
reason and passion, pain, self-knowledge, teaching, friendship, talking, time, good and evil, prayer,
pleasure, beauty, religion, and death. Among the most significant works Kahlil Gibran: "Broken Wings",
"The Madman", "The Earth Gods" , "The Garden of the Prophet".
Poseidon's Academy
Apr 17 2021 ? Readers' Favorite Book Award Contest Finalist 2020, Children - Preteen
? Getting sucked into a whirlpool, sleeping in monster-infested woods, and battling psycho sea-nymphs was
not how Hailey planned to spend her first year of high school. But when you're the only Zeus in the
world, life tends to get a bit complicated... The Great Battle saw the world changed forever when humans
killed the gods and absorbed their powers. One power was coveted above all others: Zeus's. Thirteen-yearold Hailey Woods is the first Zeus in over a century. Unlike everyone else, she hates her powers-thanks
to an ancient prophecy that claims a Zeus will have to save the world someday. Hailey doesn't want to
save the world. She wants to be a normal teenager. Poseidon's Academy, an underwater palace where her
powers don't work, was meant to give her that opportunity. But when she arrives, she discovers the seanymphs living there are plotting to resurrect the gods, and Hailey must find a way to stop them before
they can enact the prophecy. So much for normal!
Every Good Endeavour
Aug 29 2019 In today's increasingly competitive and insecure economic environment,

we often question the reason for work: why am I doing this? Why is it so hard? And what can I do about
it? Work may seem just a means to an end: we do it to earn the money to enjoy life outside the workplace.
Here, Timothy Keller argues that God's plan is radically more ambitious: he actually created us to work.
We are to work together to make the world a better place, to help each other, and so to find purpose for
our lives. Our faith should enhance our work, and our work should develop our faith.With deep insight,
Timothy Keller draws on essential and relevant biblical wisdom to address our questions about work. There
is grace available if we have taken the wrong attitude, idolising money and using our careers to glorify
ourselves rather than God. This book provides the foundations for a work-life balance where we can thrive
both personally and professionally. Keller shows how through excellence, integrity, discipline,
creativity and passion in the workplace we can impact society for good.Developing a better attitude to
work releases us to serve others humbly, to worship God everyday, and leaves us deeply fulfilled.
God Believes in You
Mar 29 2022 Holly Bea's beloved bullmastiff, Buddy, is having a bad day. Left alone
to guard the house, he is taunted by the neighborhood cats, who know that he can't touch them. Buddy is
worried—will Holly be back soon, or is she gone for the day, or even forever? Much to Buddy's relief,
Holly returns. They go to the park, but Buddy's fun is cut short by a pack of hostile squirrels and a
team of Dalmatian firedogs who challenge his self-esteem. Will this day ever end? Buddy's day is a
metaphor for the doubts and anxieties children face, and a soothing reminder that God will always be
there for them.
Pursuing Excellence for the Glory of God
Dec 02 2019 What is education? How and why do educators do what
we do? And, in what way can and ought education be distinctively Christian? These are a few of the
probing questions for which this book seeks answers. Among other contributions, Currivean’s book explores
a biblical philosophy of Christian education with unprecedented breadth and depth. To accomplish this
objective, it considers what education is (chapter 1), what philosophy of education is (chapter 2), and
what the ultimate goal of education is (chapter 3). Additionally, this book provides a never-before,
Christian overview of twelve philosophies of education (chapters 4–15). Each of those chapters provides
an introduction of a particular philosophy of education and some of that philosophy’s exemplars. Each of
those chapters also contributes a constructive, Christian critique. Chapter 16 highlights a biblical
philosophy of Christian education—featuring some people, some principles, and some priorities for a
biblical philosophy of Christian education, viz. pursuing excellence for the glory of God.
Demigods Academy - Book 8
Jan 27 2022 Click the buy button now to meet Nicole and her friends again in
this new story full of adventures!
Very Bad Things
Oct 31 2019 Born into a life of privilege and secrets, Nora Blakely has everything any
nineteen-year-old girl could desire. She's an accomplished pianist, a Texas beauty queen, and on her way
to Princeton after high school. She's perfect... Leaving behind her million dollar mansion and Jimmy
Choos, she becomes a girl hell-bent on pushing the limits with alcohol, drugs, and meaningless sex. Then
she meets her soulmate. But he doesn't want her. When it comes to girls, twenty-five-year old Leo Tate
has one rule: never fall in love. His gym and his brother are all he cares about...until he meets Nora.
He resists the pull of their attraction, hung up on their six year age difference. As they struggle to
stay away from each other, secrets will be revealed, tempers will flare, and hearts will be broken.
Welcome to Briarcrest Academy...where sometimes, the best things in life are Very Bad Things.
Myth Academy Apr 29 2022 This academy's gone to the gods. I'm Penelope DeLuna, and I'm a demigod. I
didn't think half bloods were real, until a sexy-as-sin guy showed up with a three-headed dog and
kidnapped me to a world of magic. After my powers emerged, I discovered I'm the daughter of a goddess. To
join my family, I'll have to prove my worth at an academy for preppy mythological heroes and fight my way
up Mount Olympus. If I'm lucky, no one will find out I had a naughty hook-up with the totally off-limits
son of Hades...
God's Choice
Sep 22 2021 Is Bethany Baptist Academy God's choice? Ask the fundamentalist Christians who
teach there or whose children attend the academy, and their answer will be a yes as unequivocal as their
claim that the Bible is God's inerrant, absolute word. Is this truth or arrogance? In God's Choice, Alan
Peshkin offers readers the opportunity to consider this question in depth. Given the outsider's rare
chance to observe such a school firsthand, Peshkin spent eighteen months studying Bethany's high
school—interviewing students, parents, and educators, living in the home of Bethany Baptist Church
members, and participating fully in the church's activities. From this intimate research he has fashioned
a rich account of Christian schooling and an informed analysis of a clear alternative to public
education.
King Oct 12 2020 He's untouchable. Or so he thought. He might be the King but I won't be his pawn. Eden - the other side of the tracks full of elite hacks. This town is as high-class as he is but it's far
from a garden. Too many thorns. Way too many pricks. The Academy alone has plenty of snakes, all serving
one god. Damien King. The devil himself. He's as seductive as his smirk. A sinful delight. And I should
know better than to eat from this fruit. He wants to break me. Humiliate me. Make me buckle under his
power. But I'm not an easy target so now I'm his biggest enemy. The leaders of the pack think they're in
charge, and I'll play their game. Damien has Isaac and Christian - other royals in his kingdom, but I've
got guts and I'm not afraid to play dirty. Secrets sit behind that heart-pounding gaze and I'm going to
use them. Time's up class-holes. Checkmate. - KING is a full-length 85,000-word new adult/high school
bully romance novel with mature themes. This enemies-to-lovers romance is recommended for readers over
18. This is NOT a standalone but if you're a fan of alpha possessive bad boys, this book is for you!
Demigods Academy - Year One
Aug 02 2022 HARRY POTTER MEETS PERCY JACKSON Demigods academy is a Young
Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
Magic Bound Jan 15 2021 Starting a new school is never easy and this time not fitting in could cost

lives. Despite being raised by shifters, my life was fairly ordinary . . . until I tried to break up a
fight and got zapped with magic. Then, all hell broke loose. Power I didn't know I had came surging out
of me, revealing me as a witch and drawing unfavorable attention to my adoptive parents. Now, as the
witches attempt to use my concealment as an excuse to push an anti-shifter agenda, the only way to keep
my parents-and myself-safe is to enroll in the elite Ravencrest Academy and prove I can control my
newfound abilities. Unfortunately, raw power doesn't translate into competency and everything is way more
difficult than I imagined. Even with all the things working against me (like my complete ignorance of
magic and witch society), I manage to make a few new friends and there's a spark of something more with
the last person I expect. But I can't let that distract me from the ugly truth that many who walk the
halls of Ravencrest are eager to see me fail. To keep the peace between shifters and witches I must
succeed . . . no matter the cost.Magic Bound is the first book in an exciting new YA paranormal academy
series with a slow burn enemies-to-lovers romance. Perfect for fans of Supernatural Academy, Shadowspell
Academy, and Evermore Academy. One click today to dive in!????? "The details in this binge-able book are
missing from so many academy novels! Romance, conflict, and a hurtling pace; this is a cover to cover
read." - Kelly St. Clare, USA Today Bestselling Author
Principles and Practice of Sport Management
Feb 02 2020 From the basic knowledge and skill sets of a
sport manager to the current trends and issues in the sport management industry, the Fifth Edition of
this best-selling text provides the foundation for students as they study and prepare for a variety of
sport management careers. The authors, all well-known sport industry professionals, show students how to
apply their new knowledge and skills to any segment in the sport industry from high school to the
international arena. Principles and Practice of Sport Management, Fifth Edition continues to offer
historical perspectives as well as thoughts about current and future industry issues and trends. It has,
however, undergone substantial content updates in every chapter, including the inclusion of new
developments or managerial approaches happening in the sport world, as well as the addition of new
chapters on new media in sport and club management. - New full color design and art program - Contains
practical advice on how virtual communitites and social networks can affect the job search process Provides updated information on salaries in professional sports - Includes sections on evaluating
coaches, programmatic goals, ethics, finances, and marketing as they relate to youth sports - Contains
more in-depth coverage of disabilities in sports - New and updated content on the growing safety concerns
related to concussions in youth sports through professional sports and within the NFL - New discussion of
the ethical and legal implications of the Jerry Sandusky case - Current Issues section updated with new
material on event security and the Boston Marathon bombings.
City of the Sleeping Gods
May 31 2022 Nighthelm is a city of lies, and Sophia is the greatest lie of
them all. Though she has saved the city hundreds of times, the people of Nighthelm don't even know she
exists. Found wandering the Witch Woods as a child, everything about Sophia is a mystery. With no
memories and no family, she's raised in secret by the professors of Nighthelm Academy... all of whom know
far more about her than they're letting on. But Sophia does know one thing: she's a contritum, a magical
being with a broken soul. Her very existence is illegal, and until she finds the other piece of her soul,
her uncontrollable magic will only grow more deadly and untamed. As Sophia races the clock to find her
other half, her magic growing more wild by the minute, she discovers three men who hold a mysterious sway
over not just her soul, but also her heart. The problem? She must lie. No matter what happens, she can't
tell them who... or what... she is. Strong and dangerous, powerful and commanding, each of these men make
her body react in traitorous ways. Bit by bit, she feels herself becoming whole around them. But for the
life of her, she can't figure out which of them has the missing piece to her soul... or how he got it in
the first place. To make matters worse, it becomes clear someone broke her soul on purpose... and she's
on a warpath to figure out why. In a world rife with heartbreaking betrayal and intricate spells, the
magical creatures of the Witch Woods are closing in on Nighthelm. They all want one thing... ...Sophia.
The monsters of the Witch Woods have discovered what she is, and they want to slit her throat. They'll
kill anyone who stands in their way... especially her men. To save her men and finally heal her broken
life, Sophia has only one choice... she will fight. And damn it all, she will win. City of the Sleeping
Gods is a full-length reverse harem novel. Get ready for a breathtaking story, soulmate romance, lipbiting love scenes, mind-blowing magic, one kickass heroine, three gorgeous men, lots of toned muscles,
fights to the death, and edge-of-your-seat action. READ THE WHOLE SERIES The Nighthelm Guardian Series: a
steamy reverse harem series Book 1: City of the Sleeping Gods Book 2: City of Fractured Souls (Dec 2018)
Book 3: City of the Enchanted Queen (Feb 2019) Warning: The Nighthelm Guardian Series is an adult fantasy
series with explicit scenes and is meant for adult readers who enjoy steamy scenes and lip-biting action.
Magic For Dummies
Jul 21 2021 Three things I didn't know yesterday:1. The old gods still exist.2. They
can inhabit a human body... like mine...when a girl is just innocently studying at the library (and maybe
stealing one small microfiche...)3. The old gods are cruel and dangerous and oh, also, horny.Actually,
add a fourth thing: There's a reform school for delinquent supernatural creatures.After a little mishap
where I may have accidentally set my school on fire, I have to choose between human prison or a
paranormal academy for the troubled. I look terrible in orange, so it's a simple call...But it turns out,
all the bad boys of the supernatural world... vampires, shifters, witches... can stop fighting each other
in the yard at God Fire Reform School and agree on one thing. They want the gods dead and gone again.I'm
not going into this twisted new world alone though. The four boys I once loved, who have grown into sexy
men, are all possessed by the gods. Not only have we inherited their powers, but a shard of their
troublesome personalities, too.Which means even we're scared of what we might do next... If these men and
I don't master the gods within, this school won't 'reform' us. It will bury us.MAGIC FOR DUMMIES is book
1 in a paranormal reverse harem series. Scroll up and download now to enroll in the reform school, where

you'll find yourself with sexy gods, a lovable heroine, and the mess of supernatural beings who want them
dead.
Mayhem for Suckers
Jun 27 2019 Since I was first a little girl in foster care, I've searched for my
sister.Now I've glimpsed her-for a moment-as a murderous god.The paranormal world has been afraid of my
men and me. They feared the Gods rising again.But Odin, Loki, Tyr, Hel and Thor aren't the only Gods that
were reborn in us.Far more terrible gods walk the earth now. The vampires, fae and shifters hated us last
week, but now they look to us for salvation.What's a God to do?I guess I'll track down my sister, try to
free her from the grip of her God, and slay anyone who hurts innocents. No matter if that means going
head-to-head with the family I've longed for...No matter what that costs me.MAYHEM FOR SUCKERS is book 3
in a paranormal reverse harem series. Scroll up and download now to enroll in the academy, where you'll
find yourself with sexy gods, a lovable heroine, and the mess of supernatural beings who want them dead.
School of Broken Hearts
Dec 14 2020 Adeline Jones expected a fancy prep school to be different than what
she was used to, but what she found at Raven Academy changed her world forever. And leaving is out of the
question.All Adeline wants is to forget about the guys that broke her heart. But the death of her
classmate means that won't be an option for her. To make things worse, an old flame from her past starts
at the Academy and his intentions carry the deepest of betrayal.Danger lies behind every corner, a killer
walks among them, and Adeline soon discovers that she shouldn't trust anyone at Raven Academy. Not even
the four guys who insist she is theirs. And of course there's the matter of the off limits Professor who
tempts her like no one else.Welcome to Raven Academy...where nothing is as it seems... And
survival...well, it's just a matter of perspective.Book 2 of the Academy of Souls series
Supernatural Academy
Feb 25 2022 Maddison James is about to discover some truths about the world.
Firstly ... supernaturals exist. WTF? Secondly ... she is one, even though no one seems to know exactly
what kind. Double WTF. Thirdly ... she's about to go back to school. Well, things just got a little more
interesting. The Supernatural Academy is where shifters, vampires, magic users, and fey are educated.
Where they are taught about their abilities, and how to function in the human world. Maddison already has
the human part down, but this supernatural thing is an entirely new dangerous game. Example one: mean
girls who can actually turn you into a frog. Example two: Asher Locke, a god at the Academy. Not
literally ... well, who knows for sure. He certainly acts the part, as do all of his minions who worship
him. Asher drives her crazy, because apparently gorgeous and arrogant is her thing. Sparks fly between
them, and the more they're thrown together, the more Asher is determined to figure out what's been
blocking her abilities.Until the moment the truth is revealed, and they find out nothing in this
supernatural world is what they thought. Including each other.Supernatural Academy is 105k words, full
length urban fantasy story. Recommended 17+ due to language and sex scenes.
The Engines of God (Academy - Book 1)
Nov 05 2022 'No one writing today is better than McDevitt at
combining galaxy-spanning adventure with the genuine novel of ideas' Washington Post Book World Two
hundred years ago, humans made a stunning discovery in the far reaches of the solar system: a huge statue
of an alien creature, with an inscription that defied all efforts at translation. Now, as faster-thanlight drive opens the stars to exploration, humans are finding other relics of the race they call the
Monument-Makers - each different, and each heartbreakingly beautiful. But except for a set of footprints
on Jupiter's moon Iapetus, there is no trace of the enigmatic race that has left them behind. Then a team
of scientists working on a dead world discover an ominous new image of the Monument-Makers. Somehow it
all fits with other lost civilizations, and possibly with Earth's own future. And distant past. But Earth
itself is on the brink of ecological disaster - there is no time to search for answers. Even to a
question that may hold the key to survival for the entire human race.
Hard To Be A God
Nov 24 2021 Anton is an undercover operative from future Earth, who travels to an alien
world whose culture has not progressed beyond the Middle Ages. Although in possession of far more
advanced knowledge than the society around him, he is forbidden to interfere with the natural progress of
history. His place is to observe rather than interfere - but can he remain aloof in the face of so much
cruelty and injustice ...?
Descendants Academy
Aug 22 2021 Magic. Monsters. Super sexy gladiators. Welcome to Arcadia, where
bloodlines are divided and power reigns supreme.It all starts after I try to kill my sister...I know, I
know. What a terrible thing to do. I have issues, okay? The magical kind. AKA, I'm cursed. I'm also a
descendant of Ares, the God of War. Except he wasn't really a god, just a regular dude with supernatural
powers.Since my family no longer trusts me, they ship me off to a place called Arcadia, or the academy
for descendants. Full of booby traps, plotting professors, and conniving students, this place is not for
the faint of heart. This one gladiator, Xander, is sort of, almost nice to me, but even he wants to keep
our friendship or whatever it is a secret. The worst part? To manage my violent bloodlust, the Fates
decide I'm better off in House Aphrodite. Yep, the Goddess of Love. Eck. My soul craves something more,
something fierce, and love magic is not it. If I'm going to survive this place, there's a lot I need to
learn. Starting with figuring out where I belong. Choose a side.Choose a house.Choose a magic.Descendants
Academy is an upper Young Adult Fantasy series with a slow-burn romance. This is Book One of three:
Descendants Academy, Deviant Descendants (June 2020), and Eternal Descendants.
Wicked Gods Sep 03 2022 Nowhere is safe when the gods are wicked.Since the beginning of times, there
have always been two sides: Norms and Idols.But never have the scales been so unbalanced as they are
today.I'm a Norm, which means, I grew up in fear of the Idols and their godly powers.And now, I'm going
to be surrounded by them, day and night. I've been offered a place at the prestigious Gifted Academy, an
opportunity very few Norms get.To survive, I must become invisible. But my hope to get through the
academy unscathed goes down the drain when the most powerful boys in school set their eyes on me.They
hate me simply because I'm a Norm. If they knew who I truly am, they'd tear me apart limb by limb. But

I'm done cowering away from Idols. It's time for the Norms to fight back, and it all starts with
me.*Alternate cover.
Demigods Academy - Year Two
Sep 30 2019 Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for
readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
Cursed Academy (Year Two)
Aug 10 2020 During her second year at Cursed Academy, Giselle has three goals:
1.) Stop her friends from turning into monsters. 2.) Make sure she doesn't turn dark. 3.) Get out of
Cursed Academy. When Giselle returns for her second year at Cursed Academy, it doesn't take long for
things to go south. Sure, she's on the verge of slowing down her friends' transformations into monsters,
as well as slowing down her own horrific changes. But that doesn't matter when her best friends, Maria
and Mikey, take a curse meant for her--a curse that could ruin their lives. Unless Giselle steals a rare
herb from the Underworld. And there's only one person who can get her there: Wendy, her arch enemy. After
Giselle took her crush, Ronin, how hard can it be to convince her? And how hard can it be to get around
someone who's determined to keep Wendy and Giselle at each other's throats?
Demigods Academy - Book 4
Jun 19 2021 Return to the Academy with Melany and her friends in this epic
finale full of magic, mythology, and adventures.
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